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The Statement of
!he
ot Quartermaster I:n.telligenoe
Intelligenoe Interest re.fleets
reflects
the over-all interest of the Oftice
Office of
ot The
the Quartermaster General in
intelligence data, and is intended as an aid to persons engaged in
the collection, processing, and dissemination of intelligence.
SUbjects covered in this Statement represent the maxim\lm
maximum extent

of Qaa1."termaster
Qas1."termaster Corps interest, and
au! therefore include subjects for
which the Quartermaster
Qua:r1;erma.eter Corps has prl:marJ'
pri'mar;y collection
oollection responsibillty'
respoDs1b1l1ty'
as wel1
we11 as subjects of user-interest. On some sllbjeats
sllbjects the Statement
or Interest reflects
mrtnmm a.tent
retleots the EJiIll1Dl
extent ot d'9tail
d~taU that JR&)"
J'R&)" be required,
reqUired,
and, accordingly, the field collector
oolleotor must
rrwst read it in tbe
tne light of any
specific
specifiC guidance that ind.icates how much
JI'lUch of this detail is required
on any particular
pa1."ticular area.
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CHAPTER I - GROUND FORCES

MISSION~ DOCTRINE AND CAPABILITIES (CONVENTIONAL AND ID~CONVKNTIONAL

W.A.."R.FARE J•

¥.ission and role of the Quartermaster Corps or other elements
which perform missions similar to the u. S. Quartermaster Corps.
Include: general policy and administration.
~QUJl.RTERMASTER ORGANIZ-2.TION (AP.MY, MILITARIZED SECURITY

FORCES/QUASI-MILITARY FORCES).
a..

Structure
(1)

Top echelon of the Quartermaster Corps. Relations
between the Q.i."iC and over-all command structure.

(2)

Total qu.axtermaster personnel strength, by grade and
specialty.

(3)

Disposition of headquarters of the Quartermaster Corps
and of quartermaster units at home and abroad.

(4) Depot system, including locations and missions of
installations.
b~

Perso:na.l:i.ties

Significant personalities within the Quartermaster Command.
Include: full name, aliases, title and rank, branch of
service, present position, date and place of birth, nationality
and origin, education, religion, politics, languages, past
career, special aptitudes, character, and pertinent data on
vif e and children.

August 1960

c.

Tactical Orga~ization and Role. (Peace, Conventional and
Unconventional Warfare)
(1)

Name all quartermaster-type support and service units,
such as:
(a)

Clothing and individual equipment.

(b)

Petroleum.

(c)

Bakery, subsistence, refrigeration.

(d)

Laundry, bath and related decontamination.

(e)

Reclamation, maintenance and salvage.

(:f)

Remount.

(g)

Recovery and disposition (graves registration).

(h)

Airborne support (aerial supply, parachute rigging

and :maintenance, etc.).

(i) Amphibious support.
(j)

Direct and general support.
'

(2)

Give the organization, personnel strength and role of each
quartermaster-type service unit (including Table of Organization)~
Include: the organization and role of each for maintenance,
reclamation and salvage operations.

(:3} Describe the use made of quartermaster-type service units
under various situations (for both conventional a...~d
unconventional warfare). Specifically:
(a)

August 1960

Describe the procedure by vhich protective clothing
and equipment (such as radiation shields, capes, ointme:1ts,
etc.) are issued for use in the·event of atomic attack.
If clothing is impregnated in the field, :Ls it done at
unit level or higher echvlon?

2

(4)

(b)
(0)

Describe the organization, distribution ana
decontrun.lnation centers for personnel
operation of decontamination
and equipment and discuss the use of laundry, bath,
and disinfestation equipment. Include plans and
methods for collecting and transporting CBR contamir..a ted clothing to decontaminatlon or lau."ldry
lau.."ldry .·
tamir..s.ted
points.

(c)

Describe the system for the identification, recovery
and disposition of deceased personnel and their
CBR
effects; and the handling of contaminated GBR
casualties.

Provide TOE to show all quartermaster-type depot units,
such as:
(a)_ Clothing and general S1Jpplies.
(a)~JPplies.
(0)
(b)

SUbsistenc80
Subsistence.

(0)
(c)

Petrole)'u:m.
Petroleru:m.

(d)

Equipment repair (general and airborne).

(e)

supply.•
Parts supply

{.f)
.· (f)

(5)

d.

Sales.

made of quartermasterDiscuss the differences in the use medeof
type depot units under various situations (for both conventional and unconventional warfare).

£i.e~erve
~e~erve

anq Mobilization

S.,I~~em.
S.I~~em.

Give the categories of quartermaster-type reserve units.
Include exact unit designation and strength of each. Give
the mobilization potential of each unit.
3.

TRAINING

a..
a.

Schools
School~ and Installations
(1)

List schools and installations which provide training for
Army personnel in quarterIl'.Rster
quartermaster fields of interest. Include
Ar:rrry
subjects in the fields of:
(8.)
(a)

Clothing.

.3
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(b)

Subsistence (bakery, refrigeration, butchery,
nutrition, etc.)

(c) Petroleum (handlers, laboratory technicians, etc.).

(2)

b.

(d)
(a)

~neral

(e)

Supply procedures.

(f)

Depot operations.

(g)

Sales.

(h)

Laundry, bath, decontamination and disinfestation.

(1)
(i)

Recovery and disposition (graves registration).

(j)

Cataloging.

(k)

Airborne support (aerial supply, parachute rigging
and maintenance, etc.),.
etc.) ..

(I)
(1)

Amphibious support.

{m}
(m)

Packaging.

(n)

Research and development.

equipment and parts repair and maintenance.

Indicate: name, role, location, curriculum (training literature
8i2e of classes, annual.
annual
and graphic training aids), staff, si2e
output, expansion potential and the use of quartermaster
ap~ organizational equipment.
individual and
Include extent and
type of utilization of civilian schools.

Foreign

~112015
~119ols

Uni t~
and Unit~

ftJMnY
Indicate: schools and units ~hich provide training of Army
personnel in cpartermaster subjects. Include: extent and
type of utilization of foreign schools and units for training;
and the use of foreign instructional material.

AUoc:rust 1960
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PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLY SYSTEM (PEACE AND WAR)

a..

Procurelp.en~
Procuremen~.

Planning and control of procurement of quartermaster items.
Include: supply d.'ctrine
d,,ctrine and concepts; basis for computing
supply reqUirements;
requirements; and procurement procedures for Class
I through IV, e.ad Class VI supplies.
b. · .§y£pl7

Cata,l_o~

Development, maintenance and use of Supply
aupply catalogs which
cont.:e:dn item. identification and eu.pply :m.a.ru!i:gement data for
assigned Clothing and Textile Materiel, Subsistence, Repair
Parts and General Supp;I.ies iitems~
tems~ of suppJ..
su.ppJ • Fu.....-uish
Fu..."'"llish data on
existing items and neil
new items entering the Federal Catalog
System under varying conditions.
c.

§zstem of Storage !Uld
!U1d Issue
g0

(1) System of storage and issue of Classes I through IV, and
Class VI quartermaster
quarter:master supplies.

(2)

Policy and machinery for requisition and supply of all
types of quartermaster materiel in terms. of conventional
and unconventional warfare..
warfare. Include the extent to whioh
which
relianoe
iaplaced
upon
the
reliance is placed
tbs use of
or loeally
locally procured supplies, PI
materiel.
PX and commissary
ccs:runissary goods, and captured :materiel.

(3)

Unit
.supply, re-supply, and supply movement requirements
Unit.supply,
of quartermaster materiel under varying conditions.
(a)

Indicate the location of QM supply points (including
base depot, supply points and pipeline systems) and
describe the relationship of the supply point to the
next higher level of supply.

(b)

Indicate the levels of all classes of quartermaster
supplies, in days of supply at various points in
the supply system.

(c)

Indicate prescribed ration, clothing, POL, and other
scales (including allowances by item) for use as a
basis of ccmputing requirements. If
If' there are no

5
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prescribed scales, indicate the basis for the
requisitioning and supply. Include storage and
~eight requirements per man, or per unit, per day.
day_
weight
(d) Discuss the variations of supply requirements for
{d)
'Jork.
different troops, areas, seasons, and vork.
(4).
{4). Discuss modifications, proposed or actual, in systems

of supply, military
militar.y storage, and in quartermaster
~arfare.
services related to possible use of CBR warfare.

d.

Supp+z
SUPPfZ Movement Reguirements

e• .

(1 )
(1)

Discuss the handling and transport of quartermaster supplies.
Include: method of packaging, handling, preservation,
breakdown, and issue.
breakdo"1!l,

(2)

Indicate evidence of supply failttres.
failUres.

(3)

QuarteTtr£ster
Describe the services and functions of the Quartenr..aster
of the movement of troops.
in support o.f

faacu~:ti.2:g

(1)

segrega.tion-and classification of'
System of collection, segregation-and
all technical service materiel in the combat zone.

(2)

System of evacuation of quartermaster equipment, and the
materiel.
handling of captured :materiel.

August 1960
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CHAPTER II - QUARTERMASTER EQUIPMENT

5. CLOTHING, INSIGNIA, INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT AND HERALDIC ITEMS
a..

Unifor:ms
Describe all uniforms of ground force personnel and quasimili tary (officers and eP.listed), for both summer and winter.
Include: dress; service;-field or combat;--work/fatigue;women's services.
(1) Uniform comp~nents to be included are: coats, jackets,
overcoats, shirts, trousers, headgear, neCk'Near 1 footgear; handwes.r, underclothing, and accessories.
(2)

Provide: .
(a)__ Tables of initial issues, and_ I'eplacement rates.

(b) Manuals and regulations.

. (3)

(c)

Size tariffs.

{d)

Samples (indicate place

(e)

Fhotographs and charts (preferably in color) •

and date of manufacture).

If details requested above cannot be provided, the following
points (where applicable) should be covered:

(a)

Kind of material and color.

(b)

Design (including tailoring; lapel and collar detail;
types, number and location of pockets; country of
origin, etc.).

(d)

Locations of insignia, braid, piping, etc; manner of
ves.ring; and manufacturer's markings.

7
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b.

c.

Insignia

(1)
{1)

Indicate the rank structure of the Army, to include
comparison between rank system and United States Army
structure; also exact terminol~gy for each rank and
variations within ranks.

(2)
{2)

List all significant markings of grade, branch of service,
arm, unit, and specialty and/or duty assignment. Include:
insignia, colors of arm or service, piping and braid,
buttons, and any other accessories of wear(exclusive of
clothing items) which serve as distinguishing markings
military ,escorts,
(such as articles for the use of distinctive military.escorts,
color bearing units, and service schools). Provide regulations,
manuals, photographs, samples, etc.
·'

(3)
{3)

If details requested above cannot be provid~d, the following
points (where applicable) should pe covered:
(a)
{a)

Type of item (shoulderboards, lapel tabs, devices,
brassards, chevrons, stripes, piping, buttons, etc.).

(b)

Kind of materials (metal, embroidered, woven, etc.).

(c)
{c)

Manner of wearing (where,
(~here, how, and for what occasions)
and placement (size and number of stars, stripes, bars,
etc.).

(d)

Colors of item.

(6)
(e)

¥~nufacturer's markings.
¥..a.nui'acturer's

l~dividual
1n
.dividual

(1)

~uipment

eqUipment include: helmets/helmet liners;
lL~ers;
Types of individual equipment
cartridge belts; bandoleers; field packs and other web
equipment; canteens, knives, forks, spoons, cups, mess kits;
ponchos; blankets; and identification tags.

August 1960
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(2)

Provide:

(a)

Table of initial issue and replacement rate.

( b)

Manuals and I'egu.lation.s.

( c)

Size tariffs (where applicable).

( d)

Samples (indicate place and date

of me.nufactu_re)

ru:!d/or photographs and charts (preferably in color).
(e)

Specifications, test reports and brochures for
special purpose items.

'3'
\ J rr

details requested above cannot--be provided, the follorlng information ( wl-..e1"6 applicable} should be covered:

d.

Dimensions, weight, shape,

( b)

Manufacturer and man1.lfacturer' s markings ..

§Rf:!oi&l.Purpose fil.,ZJ;tj.ng

(l)

siz~,llllld

(a)

aM .ln.9-~<Lu,al

material.

Eguieent

Describe all special purpose items for use in: arctic, -

jm:i.gle, desert, mountain, ski, amphibious, annorad,
para.troop, camouflage, etc. Include: sleeping bags,
immersion suits, personal heating devices, packboards,
individual cookers/stoves; helB.dnets, wading boots, mosquito
netting, ointments, skis, climbing devices, axes, balliaticresistant .items,. anti-mine boots, fleshburn, sunburn, cs:mouflage items, etc.
( 2)

Provide:

(a) Manuals and regulations.
(b)

Samples (indicate place

(c)

Photogrpaha and ch.arts (preferably in color).

(d)

Specifications, test reports and brochures.

(e)

Details of construction, closures, seams, insulation
principles, and other unusual characteristics.

9

and date

of manutaetu.re).
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e.

f.

~ro:t@
~ro:te

otive
otlve Clothing end Individual Protective Eguiptgen1
EguiPmen,!

(1)

Describe all items of clothing and individual equipment
used for protection against CBR contamination
contemination and/or for
decontamination, such as capes, goggles, footwear, bedrolls,
etc.

(2)

Provide:
(a)

Nomenclature and model number (if known)
known),, country
of origin, and date of manufacture.

(b)

Physical description (color, construction, dimension,
weight, size, materials used, and
a.nd. markings).

(e)
(c)

Sketches and photographs.

(d)

Agents against which protection is afforded, and time
of effectiveness.

(e)

Type of im.pregnant
impregnant and impr~gnation process; type
of fabric coating; and special packaging.

(r)
(f)

Comfort and performance variation with temperature.

(g)

Specific use, and efficiencyefficienc:r {(/ruch
1ruch as qUick-opening
qUick-openfng
capes).

Heraldic Items
(1)

Provide regulations, manuals, photographs, samples, etc,.
etc.
of decorations, emblems, flags, and heraldry. (Ribbon samples should include a six-inch fongth,
l~mgth, if possible .. )

(2)

If details requested above, cannot be provided, the fol;...
fal;...
lowing points (where applicable) should be covered:

(a)

Description (including exact color shade).

(b)

Significance and/or ba~is of award.

{c)
(c)

Manner and occasions of display.

(d)

August 1960

1 s markings.
P~nufacturerts
P;anufacturer

10

6.

RATIONS
a..
a.

Ration Type.e
Type£!

Type of rations to include:
(1)

Non-packaged gti.i.-rison
g~-ri50n

(2)

standard packaged rations {combat,
(combat, emergency, ete.).
Standard

(3)

Special FJrPose
purpose rations (prisoner of war, hospital packs,
jet pilots, etc.).

((4)
4)

supplements (hot and/
and,!or cold we.: '~:.\er,
!~:.\er, indigenous
Ration supple1nents

a..~d
~~d

field rations.

fruits and vegetables, etc.).
b. §22cifications
§~cifications and Reguire:ments
Reguirements
(1)

Provide

(a)

Ration scales, menus, bread formulas, etc.

(b)

Prescribed areas and conditions of use.

(c)
(e)

Samples of packaged rations and/or photographs with
specifications.
specifica.tions.

{d)
(d) Test acceptability reports.
(2)

If details requested above cannot be provided, the following information (where applicable) should be covered:
(a)

Item identification.
Identificatian. Include: labels or outer markings, percentage and type of perishable and nonperiahable or synthetic foods, and other components (cigarettes,
fuel tablets, etc.).

(b)

Net weight, caloric content and adequacy.

(c)
(e)

Method of preparatiml
prepa.ration and field feeding techniques.

11
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7.

(d)

barrel,box
Type of packaging (can, bottle, barrel,
box or bag).

(e)

Zfficiency of container (types of seruns
seams or closures,
:Efficiency
variation of packaging successes or failures).

(f)

decont.amination
Methods of protection against decontamination
(special packaging or seals).

ORGANIZATIONAL EQUIPME1'T
EQUIPME1~ AND SUPPLIES
ORGANIZATION.AL
a.

prganizational F.guipment
Equipment
prga.nizational

(1)

Types of organizational equipmentincludet
(a)

Mobile kitchens and bakeries; refrigerator semitrailers; kitchen butchery, refrigeration; and
bakery equipment and supplies (food and water
containers, cutlery, etc.).

(b)

Portable field bath and laundry units; fumigation
chambers and delousing outfits; special decontamination units for personnel and/or equipment; laundry,
dry cleaning, bath, and disinfestation and decontamieqUipment and supplies (soaps~ detergents,
nation equipment
water softeners, disinfectants, etc.).

(e)
(c)

Mobile shoe, clothing and textile repair vehicles;
salvage, repair, and maintenance equipment and
supplies for shoes, clothing, tentage, parachutes,
saddlery, POL drums and cans, and mechanical and
office equi
equipment~
--- ·.
pment~---

(d)

Materials-handling equipment (warehouse cranes, gas- or
u-;- to and
electric-powered, solid- or pneumatic-tired, u-;including 20,000 lb. capacity, sluing or fixed boom;
warehouse tractors, gas- or electric-powered, solid- or
pne~~tic-tired, all capacities; forklift truck, gas- or
pneu.rnatic-tired,
electric-powered, solid- or pneumatic-tired, all
capacities and lift heights; platform truck, self-side
Capacities; straddle truck,
loading and stacking, all capacities;

12
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tieri1g truck, electric, riderrldergas, all capacities; tierillg

type, all capacities; haAd
~d trucks; conveyors;
conveyora; pallets;
skids and sleds; etc.).
((e)
e)

operations/1 such as is used in
Equipment ror special operations
arctic, desert, jungle, and mountain warfare.

(r)
(f)

eqUipment and supplies (drums,
Petroleum-handling equipment
cans and other type containers; portable storage
tanks; dispensing equipment; laboratory test
equipment; can cleaning equipment; fuel tablets,
synthetic fuels, etc.).

((g)
g)

Remount equipment and supplies ((a..nimals,
a..nimals, packsaddles,
spedal CBR prosupply wagons, pack kitchens, carts, special
tective equipment, etc.)

(h)

and/or portable shelters; inf'l.atable
inflatable
Tents, temporary a:nd/or
ahelters; ·space
'space heaters;
shelters; special CB'R protective shelters;
lanterns and stoves.

(i)

Office equipment and supplies; mobile printing presses,
f"urniture.
..and furniture.
· ·

(j)

New materials for dissemination, detection, identification, notification, mapping and protection.

(2)

Provide regulations, manuals, photographs and/or samples, etc.

(3)

Ii' details requested abon cannot be provided, the following
If
(where applicable) should be covered:
information (whereapplicable}

(a) Specifications (including parent vehicle, special
fittings, etc.).
b)
( b)

Capacity

((c)
c)

Manufacturer
Manufacture~

(0)
(d)

maintenance.
Method of operation and :maintenance.

and manufacturer's markings.

13
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(e)

Method of packaging items to prevent rust 1 corrosion, eto.

(f)

Packing and crating techniques for shipment, by type.

(4) For CBR decontamination equipment, discuss:

b.

(a)

Specific use of the item.

(b)

Description of decontaminants used.

(c)

Capacity, rate of delivery, and number of personnel,
pieces of clothing and individual equipment/ or food
and POL packages decontaminated in one hour.

Parachutes and Airdrop EguiPffient. and

(1)

Suppli~

Types of aerial supply equipment to include:
(a)

Personnel and cargo parachutes and packs.

(b)

Special devices (such as deceleration cushions, antitoppling devices, shoek-e.bsorbera, devices for automatic release of cargo, etc.).

( e)

Aerial supply containers/ including bags and slings and
special 15.ghtweight packaging materials.

(d)

Parachute drying a..lld packing equipment.

(e)

Drop platforms and webbing assemblies.

(f)

Airplane loading

(g)

Tie-down system in planes.

(h)

Devices to assure landing of supplies and equipment

equi~ent.

in a. small ground area ..

August 1960

(i)

Equipment used for special airdrop operation (such
as required in arctic regions).

(j)

Free-fall equipment.

14

I

l
I

(2)

(3)

c.

General specifications.

Discuss in detail:

(a)

Parachutes(personnel and
fu~d cargo). Indicate: construction (materials, size, shape, quality of workmanship,
hard.ware, pack); specifications (rate of descent, :ma.nhardware,
euverabili ty, stability); method of testing (time and
place of known tests and evaluation of results) and
of' manufacture,
manufactura,
service life (years of use from date of
number of jumps before it becomes unsafe. tests conducted to determine efficiency of used chutes) •

. (b)

(materialstt
Airdrop equipment. Indicate: construction (materials
size, shape, etc.), use, efficiency and service life.

Discuss airplanes, helicopters, missiles and other airborne
vehieles used for tp~
tr..e movement of supplies. Include details
vehicles
or:
of:
(a)

Craft range and air field requirements.

(b)

Maximum cargo capacity, cargo space, size of doors.

( c)
(c)

Tie-down
and specifications of special cargo
T
ie-down system, and.
handling and drop equipment.

E,e.E,aJi:
E,e.E,aJr:

P&rt~s

Discuss in detail:
(1)

Policy of inventories on a quantitative and monetary basis
~hich held, e.g.,
with respect to condition and
~~d purpose for which
peacetime operating stock; mobilization reserves, etc.

(2)

Identification, inspection and classification of serviceable
and unserviceable parts.

(3)

l 7 management techniques/including distribution policy,
Suppl7
SuPp
inventory control procedures, and requirements computation
methods.

(4) Standartlization
standaT~ization policies.

15
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( 5)

Methods of packaging repair parts to prevent rust, corrosion, etc.

(6)

Packing and

August 1960

~rating
~ratingtechn1ques
techniques

16

for shipment, by type.

CHAPTER Ill - MILITARY ECONOMICS

8.

QUARTER.i'1ASTER INDUSTRIES
a.

Qrgltnization and Structure
Organization and structure of ntlli tt~ry and civilian industries
producing qua.rterm.aster end-items., In addltion to industries
producing standard military items of clothing, subsistence,
equipment, POL, and general supplies, information is required
for the following types of industries:

(1)

Food processing (bakeries; butcheries; meat packers; grain
and flour mills; canr,eries, and dehydrated, dried, frozen,
irradiated, and synthetic food). ·

(2)

Ice-making facilities.

(3)

Tanneries and leather goods.

(4)

Textiles, fibers, canvas, webbing, etc.

(5)

Chemical industries (plastics, paints insecticides,
artificial fibers, dyes, elastonomers: protective
coatings, cleaning agents, pesticides, repellents,
and fertilizers).
·

(6)

La.UJJ.dries, dry cleaning plants, ice and refrigeration plants.

(7)

Packing and crating (including POL and food container
fabrication).

(8)

Petroleum fields and refineries.

(9) Paper, paper and fabric bags, light metals and alloys.
b.

Production and Canacitr
Include: current annual output by end-item; statistical
data on p:-oduction for a number of years; ma."luf acturing
methods; mobilization potential; sources of supply of materials
{including the use of substitute materials); and dependency on
foreign sources.

17
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c.

(1)

For bakeries, include information on bread formula
and flour extraction rate.

(2)

For POL refineries, include a breakdown by type end
and
quantity of refined products.

(3)

For meat packing, include use and disposal of by-products.

Individual El-ants

Include:
(1)

Type of industry, name, location, e.nd
and ownership and/or
operational control.

(2)

Characteristics of plant (modern or obsolete); degree of
automation; size, layout; and construction (wood, brick,
etc.).
.

(3)

Production data (including output by item); size of labor
force; production norms, etc. (Include descrip~ion of
over-all difficulties
dif.ficulties being encountered in meeting both
quantity and quality standards.)

(4) Source of raw material and pmver.
pmier.

d.

(5)

Manpower information, to include: signigicant labor
shortages; wage
vage and hour schedules; availability of
men for heavy labor, their age groups, and endurance;
utilization of women and child labor; skilled laboT
requirements and availability.

Role

o~

Indy.12,try
Indy.l2.try in the EcoJ10!!J;!
Ecol1o!lJ;!

Relative importance as an employer·
employer- of labor.
e~

~tions_hip
~tions.hip

.vi
_vi th Government

Regulations governing imports and exports. Other
G~her controls and
~~d
policies affecting the industry, and extent of government
ownership.

August 1960
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9.

Dc:MES'l'IC CONSUMPTION
CONSUNPTION AND FCREIGN TRADE
DCMESTIC
ae

Congumptlon
Domestic Congumption
Give
Giva information on the availability, distribution and quality of
key consmner
consumer goods in the country as a whole and/or in specific
areas. Include: foodstuffs, clothing, fuel, and QM-type housekeeping
items. Indicate:

b.

10.

(1)

Shortages and/or surpluses (stockpiles and inventories of
consumer goods or raw materials such a.s
as food, fibers and
POL; quantities issued and tn
reserve;
location of stock).
to.

(2)

Items rationed.

(3)

Percentage of items produced in the country (which items).

(4}
(4)

Consumption pattern.

l..2.reiga j.'ra.de
j,'rade
l.2,reiE$!!

(1)

Indicate to what extent the domestic production of basic food,
clothing, household goods and fuel iitems
tams are supplemented by
the import of either finished, semi-finished, or raw products.

((2)
2)

State sources of imports of all items of Qu.arterma.ster
Quarterma.ster interest.

AGRICUL'rURE, LIVESTOCK AND FOOD
AGRICULTURE,

suecess.f'o.l harvests of key agria.griDescribe the current outlook for successful
cultural products in the country a.s a whole
vhole and/or in ~pecifie
eipecif'ie
cultural
vith former
fonner years.
areas. Give comparison with
b.

Live~i:,o.s.!f
Live~~o.s1£

tha country as a whole
vhole or in
Describe the livestock situation in the
specif le areas (including those used for food and/or
and/ or pack animals).
specific
anilnal breeding
Include: increases or decreases in livestock; aniJnal
programs; fodder availability; etc.
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c.

Food
(1)

Provide food balance sheets, crop cale;,dars,
cale"dars, and imports
not included in food balance sheets.

(2)

governme~t to increase
Describe the efforts of the government
agricultural production in the countrf as a whole
and/or in specific areas.

(3)

Indicate food consumption patterns and/or shortages
among urban population; among rural population.

(4)

Indicate foods found in the foreign area which would be
acceptable for U. S. Army use; and foods generally used
in the United States
states which would not be acceptable to
the indigenous population.

(5)

Describe the extent of distribution and marketing practices.
Include: cooperations or associations; government-controlled
or private open city mar'rnts;
mar'i:ets; cash crop practices; means of
moving food from farm to urban areas.

August 1960
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CHAPTER IV - STORAGE

11.

COVERED STORAGE
a.

T,y£es of Covered Stqrage
Includes transit sheds, warehouses, etc.

(l) Number or
(2)

name,

location, and owner or operator.

Type and details of construction (wood, brick, etc.).

(3 )' Dimensions (length and width, number of floors, and
height between floors).

12.

(4)

Capacity in square feet (floor load capacity, total usable
floor area, and total capacity).

(5)

Details on humidity control system. including square
footage of warehouse space so controlled.

(6)

Number and size of cargo doors and loading platforms.

(?)

Materials-handling (i.e. trucks, conveyers, etc.) and
special equipment.

(8)

Availability of rail and road connections.

(9)

Present use.

COLD STORAGE
a.

I:rPes of .Cold

Stora~

Includes cool, cold, and frozen storage space •

21
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(1)

name, location, and owner or operator.
Number or nalie,

(2)

Present use.

(3)

Construetion and layout.
Construction

(4)

Machinery and equipment.

capacity (differentiate between chilled and frozen
(5) storago capaeit1
space,and
give cubic storage capacity of each).
storage space,
and giva
ie~1ng capacity.
(6) Daily ice-making

13.
1.3 •

STffiAGE
GRAIN Sl'oo.AGE

a. TWB
Twa of Grain

§.\ora~
§."'pra~

Includes all grain elevators and storage facilities ..
b.

Information

Reguiiy:gi.,eAt~
Reguir:etn.eAt~

(1)

N'W'l!.ber or n:.mne,
nmne, loce.tion e.nd ower or opera.tor.
operator.
Number

(2)

Present use.

(3)

Type of

(4)

ce.pacity (in tons).
Total storage ce.paeity

(5)

Dbrth and no:r:m.al
normal
Dimensions and capacity of loading bbrt.h
h~dling capacity per
par hour.
h=i.ndling

(6)

Handling equipment.

(7)

~~d milling facilities.
Processing and

August 1960

coust!"uction~
construction~
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14,.
14.

OPEN STORAGE
a.
&.

~n

Storage,

Sit~

Includes areas which are adjacent to transportation facilities,
and which are presently in use or particularly suitable for
open storage.

- (1) _Size
_Size and e.)pro:x:lmate
f:.)proxlmate capacity (in acres).
acres) ..

15..

(2)

Type of surface.

(3)

Accessibility by rail and road.

(4)

Current use.

UNDERGROUND STORAGE

a.

--

Underground Storage
§).,t~.,S!.
Storage§..i.,t~l!.
Includes all facilities used for or suitable for storage (including
caves or mines in or naar
ne.ar m·ban
m'ban areas)
areas).•

Indicatei
Indicate~
name,
n~e, type, location, and oYJner
owner or operator; capacity
or size; ventilation system and mechanical-handling equipment.
16.

PC'!.
PC'L STORAGE

Information to include: number of tanks or other containers; capacity of each tank in barrels; location; ownership and control;
type of ta.."lk
t~~ (above or below surface); condition; products stored
(gasoline, diesel fuel, etc); source of supply;' method of supply
(pipeline, water, rail, highway); normal stock levels; dispensing
system; stock rotation policy; fire-fighting equipment; and the
availability and use of indigenous labor.
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b.

Warehouses and 8pe£s
Sheds
Warehpuses

For warehoclses
wareho-c<ses and sheds suitable for or used for the storage
of POL packaged products, discuss: type
ty-pe of product stored;
capacity (in square feet); means of distribution; facilities
for handlbg drums e.nd packaged products; and fire-fighting
equipment.

For storage facilities at missile sites used for POL-based fuel
fuelJJ
discuss; number and type of containers; capacity; location;
layout; supply and handling; fire-fighting equipment.

August 1960

CHAPTER V - MILITARY GEOGRAPHY AND SOCIOLOGY

17.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
The effects of the ph;y-sical environment on quartermaster operations.
a.

Surface 9o:qfiguration, Soils, and Rock .,Tl']_~
Surface configuration, soils, rock types and the possibility
of earthquakes and volcanic activity as they affect the
location of drop zones, open and underground storage sites,
graves registration operations and cross-country movement.

b.

~~ca

Drainage

and.W~~~esou:rces

Surface drainage and water resources as they affect food service
and laundry and bath operations; as well as all operations listed
above.
c.

d.

Vegetation

(1)

Use of vegetation for concealment, camouflage, dunnage and
temporary shelters.

(2)

Possibility of conflagration (report seasons and
distribution).

(3)

Requirements for protective clothing (presence of allergen
and poisonous plants).

Weather and Climate

Data on weather and climate as they affect clothing, individual
equipment, tempora:r; shelter, food and water requirements;
storage and movement of supplies, and maintenance of supplies
and equipment.
e.

f.lora, Faun? 2 and Disease
Plants, insects and animals of medical importance, include:
scientific name, coll1~on name, distribution, prevalence,
relationship to health or sanitation, and method of control.

25
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(1) . Indicate types of insects, pests, and animals aeair..st
which protection, disinfestation and/or decontamination
are required, including the
t.he geographic distribution of
a.re
these fauna ar.d current measures of control.

f.o
f..

(2)
{2)

Indicate any protective measures used by the indigenous
ar..in:als and pests.
population against insects, animals

(3)

d8bilit8ti!~g
Indicate incidence and distribution of debilitati!~g
epidemics such as dissentary, Asian flu, etc.

r..ap. Diita
D,!ita and Charts
MapsJ!. r..aP.

(1)

Armed Forces maps showing
shmJing depots ar.d
ar..d storage irstallations
installations
.Armed
of Quartermaster interest. (As indicated in Chapter IV.)

(2)

Terrain maps for the siting of open storage dumps and air
drop zones.

(3)

Transportation maps:

(4)

(,)
(?)

August. 1960
August

(a)

ll'..aps of -railroads, highways, waterways,
water"rays, ports
Capacity maps
arn airfields.
and harbors, ar.d

(b)

Distribution, size and capacity maps of POL pipeline
systems.

Economic maps:
(a)

Maps of POL storage facilities.

(b)

Maps of distribution of quartermaster industries
(as indicated in Chapter III).

Urban area maps:
(a)

grain storage.
Maps of covered, cold, open, POL, and graln

(b)

Maps of location of quartermaster service activities
(as indicated in Chapter I).

26
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18"

SOCIOLffiY

Pop1).lation of indivldual
indivIdual urban areas and rural districts.
Pop1.7.lation
statistics of:

(1)

Include

Over-all population which reflects civil aid requirements
(i.,e.
(i"e. men, Yo.wen
yowen and chi1,::lren
chil>::lren separated into
into. age groups).

Ava.ilability of
ef indigenous labor (i.e. men, women, and child-·
(2) .Ava.liability
into. age groups and special skills}.
skills) ..
ren separated into
b ..

~

(1)

Food habits a,,.'1d
a".'1d customs.
(8.)
(a)

N'U.!lloor
impertance of each ..
Number of meals per day and relative importance

(b)

Seasoning used.

( c)

feods which are be.sic regardTraditional foods; daily foods
foad~
less of season; seasonal variations in food~

(d)

diet, characteristic beverages (including
(includjng alchhol).
alcOhol).
Sample diet;

(e)

Religious t~boos.

(f)

methods and equipment.
Cooking method.a

(g)

Infant feeding - period before 'Jeaning,
veaning, formulas, milk
supplements and substitutes - after weaningo

(h)

people ever used powdered
pow3ered milk and eggs1
Have p$ople

(2)

(heaTJ workers, babies, etc.).
Special diet groups (heav-J

(3)

Local relief programs and standards.

(4)

RationIng systems.
Rationlng

(5)

Eood
Eoad collection systems.
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(6)

cafeteri9.s and resturants, larre/sma.11.
large/small.
Extent of use of cafeteri!l.s

(7)

Extent of industrial or communal feeding.

(8)

Milling:
(a)

Scope of operation (private, group or association).

(b)

Use of by-products, viz bran from rice.

(c)

sucb as use of calciv.:m
calciD.1il
Regional customs in processing - such
carbonate in milling of rice and addition of flours
yheat to flours.
other than wheat

(d)

Enrichment of milled products.

(e)

C% reduction).
Customary degree of milling for each grain (%reduction).

BreYeries:
Breweries:

(9)

(a)

Proportion of cereal crop used.

. Yield of brewers
breyers yeast.
(b) ·Yield

c.

d.

e.

-

-

Clothing
Cloth:i.ng
-'".
-.,~
.,~

~

(1)

seasons of change-over.
Nltive garb and sea.sons

(2)

Size tariffs.

(3)

Patterns of consumption and___rationing.

f~ustoms.

(1)

l'Janner of observance of !'..ationel
holiday;'!!.
Yianner
national holiday:!!.

(2)

traditions ,ar<..d
CllstOIrlS affecting search and recovery.
Burial traditions,
and custorns

Goverrunent
Gover!'.Jl1ent

agencies and organizations acting in the
Governmental and private a.genc:i.es
trans},rt;
fields of labor relations; agriculturs; industry; trans1
,rt; and
native affairs.
AUg'J.st 1960
August
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CHAPTER VI- TRANSPORTATION

19..

FOL PIPELINES

a.

fi.J?2line.
(1)

s:nrt.~

Condit.ion and ad"lquacy of POL pipelir:e system for peace and

wartime needs.
-~(2)

(3)
b~

Control, organization and administration of POL pipeline
system.
Source and quantity of supply (indigenous or imported).

!E-pting PJ.12elines
Indicate: name, type (specific use), size, aboveground or buried,
throughput capacity, products carried, terminals and construction
points, alignment and international connecti ans, ownership, rail
and tank-truck loading facilities, and berth outlets in port areas.

Indicate: location, distrib1,tion, size, and estimated date of
completion.
20$

PORTS AND HARBORS (COAST.llJJ AND INLAND WATERWAYS)

For each port and harbor give:

location, and military capacity in

tons per day, including ship capacity (-with ta..'1ker berths) and/or

turn-around ti:me.
b.

Distinguish between general cargo and POL ports.

Facilities
Indicate:

(1)

POL pipelines (including berth and sea lines). Report on:
location, dimension, pumping rate arn conne~tions with both
wharf and POL storage tank facilities.
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21.

(2)

~Echanical-bandling

(3)

Storage facilities.
Chapter IV.

facilities. Report on: number and
capacity of cranes, portable conveyors, fork lift trucks
and other equipment.
Include all requirements listed in

COASTS AND LA}IDING
LANDING BEACHES
Location of beaches most suitable for landing operations arrl
capabilities (in tons of cargo per day). Capacities for unloading large
tankers (32-65 DWT) by submarine pipeline over the beach.

22.

I:NLAND
Ul'LAND WATERWAYS
a.

1nland Waterwa

System

Location and military transport capacity in ton miles per day;
seasonal variations.

Tankers and tank barges for POL
FOL transport. Indicate: number,
capacity, and discharge rate (barrels per hour); condition;
products transported (crude, black, clean, mixed); distribution;
ownership; and season of use.

23.

RAILROADS
a.

A~1D
A~~

Ra~l and
Ra~l_and

HIGHWAYS
Higl}way System

Route location and military transport capabilities in ton miles
per day; indicate seasonal varia.tiona.
varia.tions.
b.

Ea:uipment
POL tarJ:
tank cars
ca.rs and trucks and refrigerated ca.rs, trucks a.nd trailers.
Include (where applicable) information on: number, capacity, rail
gauge, present condition,distribution,
condition, distribution, ownership, products
transported, and loading and unloading equipment.

30

24.

LA!'l'DING .AJID
AIRBORNE LANTlING
A..1ffi DROP .AIIBAS
AItEAS

a.

Y-mding Areas_
Areas suitable for the landing of paratroops, cargo-type
aircraft, and gliders. Include: location, size, site
characteristics, and access to main routes and urban areas.

su.ite.ble for drop zones. Give drop zone identifications,
Areas suite.ble
IJUU"king devices, and methods ..
homing and lJUU"king
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CHAPTER VII. - RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

25.

RESKA.1.11.CH AND DEVELOPMENI' CAPABILITY, ORGANIZATION AND FACILITIES
~~ability

b.

and Emphasis

(1)

I.,evel of scientific achievement in areas of Quartermaster
interest.

(2)

Indicate vb.ether major research and development efforts
are directed toward the modernization of an existing
:force, or whether emphasis is being placed on designing
:materiel to conform to a national strategic plan to be
iln.plemented in a future time-frame (e.g. 10 years).

Orz!.!l~tion §Jld_P:aci~ (in areas of QM interest)

(1)

Organization structure, to include; interrelationship and
method of coordination '1::.fltween organizations; method of
originating projects, and procedures followed throughout
.tha research and develoµnent cycle; policies ai:id practices
concerning duplicate research projects; extent of cooperation between organizations; lllethod of dissemination of
ideas; and name and location of all installa+,ions, including types of research being conducted, caliber and number
of personnel.

(2)

Governmental structure !or planning, controlling, supervising, or advising r.ssearch .a.nd development outside of
the Armed Forces which a:f£ect research in Quartermaster
ares.et of interest. The extent of governmental control
and influence on research and development. Capabilities
to convert civi.l research and devalo_pment to military

projects when necessary.

(3)

Research and development organizations and facilities
within the Armed Forces, .and such organizations controlled or supervised by or for tha Ar.med Forces which conduct research in areas of Quarter.master interest. Include method and extent of coordination batween the mili- ·
ta.ry, govermnental and nonmilitary organizations •
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(4)

Sci.entiflc aca.de-mies
acadEril1ies fu"ld higher educational institutions
Sci.entific
(civilian and military) engaged in research and developTheir relationship to the
governmental research and developmental structure.

m.ent of Quartermaster interest.
ment
(5)

(1)

Industrial organizations and facilities engaged in re~~d their
s~arch and development of Quartermaster interest and
develo~ent
relationship to the governmental research and developl'l'.!~nt
Irnicate specifics of type and extent of rer8stru~tuxe.
Indicate
seax,ch,
neane and ability of the individual organization.
slt'l!U'ch, neana

Biographical data on significant civilian and military
medicine,
. scientists, engineers, technicians, doctors of :medicine,

designers, and researchers associated with quartermaster
research and development programs. Information should inrasearch
clude: name; nationality; date and place of birth; home
address; languages; physical description and photograph;
ranlq civilian office
ofrice or branch
brtUlch of
titles or military rank;
~ufacturing, testservice; occupation and position with 11lallufactUl"ing,
tr.l'g~or
research activity; and education.
lnig~
or :research
(2)

Crltica.l shortages of scientific personnel in quartermaster
research fields ..

(3)

scientbts and technicians
M:Hitary and civilian training of scientists
quarterrrl8.ster ~search, particularly in
L"'l the higher
used in quartermaster
scientists and
schools and in postgraduate ~ork. Numbers of scisntists
engir.~ers

graduated.

Q'larterm.e.stsr
In areas of Q
:iarterme.stsr interest, supply scientific and technioal, I'i'adice..l,
l'i'adical, induc+rial, and trade
tra.de documents in the form of
nical,
books, handbooks, journals, periodicals, price list, business
8~d manuals (training and
fu~d field; government and private),
catalogs and
papers from scientific meetings and conferences, brochures and
advertisL~g data from
fram industrial fairs, industrial and corrrmercial
corr®ercial
advertising
telephone directories,
dil~ctories, and one- and two-language-type scientific
telaphono
dictionaries.
1
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a.

Scientific Conferences

a.::~ ~ndusb:·ial

Expositionl!

Scientific conferences !:.:ld
!:.:1d industrial expositions of Quarterrriastilr
l'fJ8.stilr interest
Interest ;discuss
jdiscuss or'fonrard:
or 'fonrard:
((1)
1)

Preprints, a.bstre.cts
abstre.cts or summaries of papers presented
presented;1 and
name of author.
·'

(2)

Highlights of discussions on papers presented,
presente~, particularly
partiC"..llarly
indications of originality of r~search approach and experimentation, and lilly
any speciali~ed equipment.

·'(3)
(3)

Indications that work or data presented were incidental to
a novel, long term
tem research objective, a production
produ.ction probleE
problsln
or a new industrial application.

((4)
4)

}fethcd of appros.ch
appro8,ch to theory or e:>.."Psrim.entation.
e::>""Psrim.entation.
Method

(5)

Ex'cent
E~Gent of fraternization between Soviet Bloc and Western
personalities, including restriction~.
re8triction~.

(6)

Personal contacts and.conversations,
and' conversations, professional competency,
views and reactions to pap~rs presented or comments
c~nts thereonc
thereouc

(7)

Significant deJcriptive
de Jcriptive literature and photopraphs (including nameple:tes)
nameplexes) of scientific instruments and ~quipment,
iridu.atrial
lliduatrial tools and :machl.nery,
machInery, quality, vorlonazi.ship
Yorlol.u:Lu.ship and
specifications of equiJ!l!lent.
equi,P'l!1ent.

pal~ies or 0xp$dit1on,
expedition, discuss:
For scientific and research parties

(1)

Purpose,
F-<1rpose, composition, equipment and techniques. {Descr1J:i<a
(DescdJ::e
all items of quarte:r:naster
quarteI':'llaster equipm.en.,,c.
equiprlli':ln'''(' or subsistence and
L~clude perfo:mance
perfo!,nance evaluation.)
evaluztion.)
include

((2)
2)

D{'Jstina.tion
D{'Jst1nation and :mode
mode of transportation. (Describe and
and.
evaluate
eva.luate m.ode of transport of supplies,
supplios, particularly POL

and subsistence items.)
(3)

Military sig.nificanca
significance or implication of deficiencies in
logistical support.
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(4) Results, including copies of reports, brochures and
equipment design and evaluation for subjects of
Quartermaster interest.

26.

REQUIREMENTS
Scope of required information for all quartermaster research
projects including:
a.,
a..

~~-Eesearch
~..t1.~.,.Qf_Eesearch ftoject~

(1)

Details of research and development projects. Include:
specifications, designs, blueprints, photographs, or
other descriptive material of the items under development.

(2)

Status and
ar~ progress of projects. Include: cur~ent phase
of research and development, and successes or failures
encountE
l:'ed in any phase; plans for continuation or
encountEl:'ed
cancellation of projects; and planned and actt<al
act'L<al dates
for each phase of research and development from concept to
reproduction,.
reproduction ..

(3)

Details concerning location, use, and che.rB.cte:ristics
charB.cteristics of
all special equipment
eqUipment necessary to research and
a~d development
facilities.
facUi ties.

Means and extent of research
reSearch subsidy by the govermnent. Include:
breakdown
breakdow~ of funds allotted to various fields of interest; public
and private funds allotted for research and development; breakdown of funds
fur~s allotted to various fields, organizations, and/or
scientists;
soientists; prizes, awards
a\>lards and schoarships for scientific
research and development, and the recipients.
27.
270

INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH PROJECTS

For each of the individual fields of research ~isted belov, report all
detailed information as stated under REQJ IREMENTS, above.

ln1gust
In!gust 1960
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a.

...._--..Food Research
"'...

In.formation
condu.cted
Inf
orm.a.tion is required for all research projects baing conducted
L~ the field of subsistence, such as in:
in
(1)

Nutrition.

(a)

Cc,'1rposition of
of. food - to include protein, fat, mineral,
rnL'1eral,
te.min content, percentage moisture.
vi ts.min

(b)

stltbility
Stability

(0)
(c)

Description of end-item.

((d)
d)

Accepk,ability - general or limited to special groups
Aoce:pk,ability
or areas.

(e)

stand.ams
standares of quality control
control)1 and enrichment
enric:l:nnent and fortification practices.

(f)
(r)

(2)

Iodiriizatlon
Iodinizatlon of table salt.

PreH3s1"'Vation of food.
Preservation
(a)

scale preservation.·
Extent of large seals

(b)

Home food preservation.

((c)
c}

refrigeraTypes of preservation. Include details on: refrlgeratfou
tloJl (chill or freezg);
freeze); pasteurization - sterilization;

- sun, vacuum, roller, spray, etc; salting other curing; fermentation; canning; special techniques
pe~~liar to specific ar~as; graneries;
granaries; radiation peciiliar
n.".t.ural
sterilization or pasteurization; and use of n.·
.tural
resources viz cold cellar.

de~..y-Jration
de~~Jration

0

((3)
3)

s·teriliza'tion.
Radiation s·terilization.

(a)

Effects of ionizing radiation on bacteria, spores, foods,
food components and food chemicals (additives).
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(b)

ruld food fields:
Use of radiation in the drug, plastics and
parasites;
disinfestation of insects, para.sites;
sprout inhibition; tenderizing; ripening.

p
asteurizatio'O;
pasteurization;

(c)

irradis.tion techniques: Gaw.ma
Grumr\8. and X-ray SOllTCEiS;
Food ir.radie.tion
solU"CE<s;
otoor source :materials,
materials,
electron and beta sources; other

engineeriv4 ar.d
aril equiprnent;
equir~nt; reactor
process design, engineering
development.
(d)

P~diation dosimetry.
Radiation

(e)

l1ethods
feod for radiation preservation.
presel"Vation.
Methods of pacb.ging food

(f)

tests using irradia.tirradia,tHuman feeding tests, troop feeding t0sts

ed foods.
(g)

(4)

(5)

Wholesomeness of irradiated foods:
radio!K~i vity; acceptabilit;r.
radiotK~i
t:;r.

induced

Dehydration of foods.
(a)

ruethods.
Dehydration and rehydration inethods.

(b)

Processing methods and equipment ..

((c)
c)

Types and uses of products.

(d)

Techniquf's of compressing dehydrated foods, (e,,g~
(e"g~ by
Teehniqu<''S
dry steam
steam. or by the incc!'poration
inco!'poration of edible adhes:!.:ves),.
adhes:!.:vas) ..

Synthetic foods.

Ca)
(a)

Details of related research.

(b)

Synthetic survival rations.

(6) Dry products development.

August 1960

Toxicity;

(a)

Baking mixes and equip;nent.,
equipillent ..

(b)

development.
Cereals and grains develop:nent.

(0)
(c)

Instant dry products.

(d)

Synthetic or replacement products.
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(7)

(B)
($)

Specialized feeding techniques.
($A)
(JA)

Feedin.g of jet flyers.
Feeding

((b)
b)

Feeding
pa.c::age
pa.(
;::age
tests) ..

(0)
(c)

Special diets developed to iucreace
iuorea5a
effects of radiation.

of space e::i.:plorers
erplorBrs (transfer of food from
traJ!.
to mouth; use of anll:ts.ls
aniJr.ts.ls in
in. space feedilng
re~i~cance
re~is'cance

to

HrJroponies,
Ily"Jroponies.

Inforn.ation is required for all rese~xeh projects being conducted./
cond~ctedJ
S'ach
___ _ -S"llch as in:
(1)

hand1:.1':is..r,and individUJJ.l
individWJ.l equipment.
Clothing, footgear, handi:.1':ls..r,and

(a)

Protecth"S items cf
of clothing (natural and CBR
CBB. hazards,
Protectiire

fusl handlers).
and f'u.el

(b)

Clothing assemblies (field clothing) for cold-dry, coldvErt, hot-dry and hot-wet environments ..

(0)
(c)

Special purpose items (eeg. boots and helmets for tank
~~tS)9
personnel, space ~.tlts)9

(d)

Ballistic-resistant items.

(e)
(a)

Thermal-resistant items.

(r)
{f)

Clothing systems which reduce the logistical burden
(i.e. expendable clothing).

(g)

Size tariff research.
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(h)

Footgear (insulated, ventilated): new
n~w desigtls,
desigi1s, new
methods of manufacture, foot measuring devices,
mobile shoe production u.nits.
Dir0ct-vulc:;IDi~ed
units. Direct-vulc:;wi:md
4Uld heels (machines,
El..na.
molded soles .and
(ma.chines, materia.ls
materials Ei..nd
~thods).

(2)

Textiles and
(a)
{a)

materials~

Synthetic fabrics and fibers (physical characteristics;
uses; newest develo~~ents;
develoP"~ents; and blending techniques).

(b) Materials repellent to liquid and oils;but
oils 1 but
to air and water vapor.

p~r~eable

(c)
( c)

Non.....voven tex.-tiles.
t$::x:tiles.

(d)

regi~G winrl,
Fabric treatments, finishes and coatings to resiff"c
w~'ter, fir®,
fiN , degradation, or used to protect
wi::·tar,
protact nylon and
exp06Uri3 to :mn.1ight
other synthetic fibers against exposur"G
sun.light ..

·. (e)
( e)

(f)

PSr'achu:tefabrics'
\Thien :m!<.inta!ll
Pa+-achu:te
fabrics · (new -webbings vhich.
m!<.inta:tn properties
repea:ted impact
iJnpact loading; OOY
fioors with higMr
under repeat.oo
nev fibers
-breaking strength than nylon without being
.. brittle
.breaking
being"brittle
or that show better resist~~ce
resista..~ce than nylon or dacron to
exposure to sunlight or lw..'!e
apprt~ciably higher l!:;Ellt~ng
m:'fe apprt,cll.bly
m;zilt~ng
nylo11;; _ il'laterials
l\'latis:rials being usoo.
usOO. as ene:rgy di,gpoints than ny-lOll;;
di.'3sipators to (''1lshion
C.'Uah.io:n loads in aerial d81ivery)
d5livery) ..
Unu5U~l
Unusu~l infrared properties of textiles, dyes, ~inta,
leath~rs
leath~ rs

((g)
g)

and plar;tlcs ..

paper-t;ased prodn.cts
products uSud
usod for clothing, tl;';nts,
ti:;nts,
Paper and paper-r-.llased

parachutes, etc.
(h)
( h)

D.Y'ClS and dy-eiing
dY'Cling (new techniqt::i,';s,
D.:r-eis
techniqt::i,>;s, methods and fonruUd3;
f onruUd3;

spucial p;Drposa
e~ouflage,
Sp<;'cial
p:u-pose for C!l::!louflage,

fluol~~cer(c,
fluo1-e~cerrc,

etc.).

(i)
(1)

tan,·iage and finishes.
Leather tan'lsge

( j)

Tents, sleeping gear a.'>ld
a."'ld individual equi:p1l1snt
equiPlt!ant (insulat.iJJ.g
( insulating
~aterials; tmproved
j~roved designs; new closures).
llllaterials;
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Information is required for all research projects being conduC'ted,
conduc-ted,
!nf'ol'!ilation
s-..;.ch. as:
S'J.ch.

(1)

Pesticides, repellants, germicides, and fu.'1.gicides.
~~icides.
(a)

Stability of gl9r.micidea
gl!lr.micidea (barrier m~terial for p.s.cb.,ging) ..

(b)

Dislnfectart,s used f.or fruita: and vegetables ..

(0)
(e)

Garmicidee
Germicidae used ll1
in se~ags and wasta
wast~ disposals and water
(particularly in cold cliw.ates)*
cli~tes)*

(d)
( d)

S"catistical :tnv~5tlgations
:tnv~st1gations rehr~ant to kinetics of
microbiological deterioration.
:microbiological

(e)

Fungicidal campCR41ds
canpou.1ds with high biological activity,
particularly
p8.rticularly colorless compounds.

(f)
(f')

Fonm::tlations
Fonm::tlatio.ns of fu.'1gicide
fu.vigicide ComPOUl1.dS.
compoul1.da.

(g)

Principal compowlds
coopouw.is being used as
a.a preservatives for
cotton textiles, plastics,· wood, twine and cordage.

(h)

Interactions of fungicides with mat6rialsto
mat6rials to wr.ich they

are applied.

(2)
( 2)

(3)

Plastlcs.
Plastics.
(a)

Laminates,. fOrollS,
foa:ris, C'!:tshioning
cttshloning materia13,
materiab, packaging materials ..

(b)
{b)

Uae
Use of' plt!stlcs
pl~stlcs in clotr...tr.,g
tr..g 8J'ld
eJ1d protective equipment
equipment.
(e"g.
( e.,g. sa.IDdals
se.ID.dals and ant.i~,flash
ant.i~·flash goggles).

Rubber

(a)

For arctic use.

(b)

POL and acid-reBi~tant.
acid-resi~tant.
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(4)

( 5)

(e)
(c)

High temperature elastomers.
elastomsrs.

(d)

Synthetio
Synthetic ruhl:;ars.
rubOOrs.

Paper.

((a)
a)

Packaging materials.

(b)

Cushioning materials.

(0)
(e)

Substitutes for other :materials.
materials.

};letallm'gy
Metallm·gy.•
(a)

Titanium all01s.
alloys.

(b)

High. strength light alloys ..

(0)
(c)

Light metals for airdropo

(d)

Metals for body' al"mor
armor ..

(e)

Steel
steel for arotic
arctic use.

(f) Tinplate for packaging.

(6)

August 1960

(g)

Aluminum for paokaging.
pack.aging.

(n)
(h)

Steel for pa.ck-agin.g$
pack-aging$

Surface finishes and
~nd coating.
(8.)
(a)

Paints and varnishes.

(b)

Organ.le
finishes and
Org~tcfinishea

(c)

Finishes for

(d)

Special resistant finishe8.
finishea.

(e)

Abra.sion-resistant
Abrasion-resistant finishes for ~-flG:,d'Wil.
~-r1s:.dDM.

lig~~
liglt~
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co~t:t.ng$~
coat:~$~

alloys.

(7)

(r)
(f)

Corrosion-reeistnat
Corrosion-resistnat coatings for containers.

(g)

Corrosion-resistant coatings for metallic equipment.

Heatir~ chemicals.
Heating

(a)

( :fusl tablets).
Solid fuels (fuel

(b)

Types oct
net r&1uiring atmospheric oxygen.

(c)
( c)

Progr-ess in radical ney
new fuels and/or
and/ or e"'lgine design.

(a)

Soaps and detergents.

( b)

Special decontamll18i1ts
de contaminants (including CBR types).

(0)
(c) Materials for cleaning metal surfaces prior to use of
preservatives.
(d)

Materials for removing preservatives from met.al
metal surfaces.

I~formation is required for all research projects being conducted,
con~~cted,
I:iiformation
such as:

(1)

(2)

Baking and cooking.
(a)

SL~plified

(b)

Feeding techniques. Include data on front l:f.ne feeding,
and field kitchen capacities.

logistics techniques.

Refrigeration.
(a)

Refrigerants ~sed and operating pressures.

(b)

Sub-cooled packaging.
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(3)

(c}

Sn:all capacity ranges: to -20° F.

(d)

Rotative refrigeration systems (not reciprocal).

(e)

Livht~eirht

(f)

Refrigeration truck, trailer and car construction.

(g)

Use of air as a refrigerant.

(h)

Heat pumps.

Bath and

low-capacity gas turbines.

lau~dry.

(a)

Bath units (water treatment and water heating systems).

(b)

Laundry units (means of transporting; sleeping
equipment cleaning techniques).

(c)

Disinfestation units.

(d)

Decontamination units.

(4) Aerial delivery equipment.
(a)

Equipment designs and performance characteristics for:
pa.rachutes (personnel and cargo) and rigging equipment
and techniques; parachute handling equipment and
techniques; free-fall equirrment and techniques; shock
absorption units and materials; cargo platforms

and containers; devices for JE.rachute and load control;
parachute safety and service life criteria; types of
pB.ckaging end era.ting ..

August 1960

(b)

High speed aerial delivery techniques.

(c)

High altitude aerial delivery technique;;.

(d)

Ballistic delivery techniques.
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(5)

(6 )
(6)

(7)

(8)

Oversnow equipn:ent.
equi~€nt.
(a)

ane bindings.
Skis and

(b)

Ski poles.

\c)

Snow shoes.

(d)

Sleds.

(8 )
(e)

Other related equipment.

warfare equipment.
Psychological i.rarfare
(a)

Foreign ~enguage type font samples. (Grall",rner
(Cra.1l"uner b:ioks~·
b')oks~·
dictiona:i.,ies,
dictional.'ies, text books, periodicals, newspapers.)

(b)

Printing papers and
(Qualities available; sources
ar~ inks.
of supply; specifications.)

(c)
(0)

Mobile printing pressese
presses.

equirJ.msnt.
POL containers and handling equipment.
(a)

Collapsible containers. (Construction; capacity;
products contained; static storage use; conversion
proble:rr~.)
applications; cold weather problems.)

(b)

Bulk containers and tanks.

((c)
c)

DispensL1g
Dispensi,lg equipment.

((Chare.cteristics
Chare.cteristics of pumping
ptunping
equipment; hand pumps vs.
VB. power pumps; power source;
filter-separator
fil tar-separator use; capacity; size and weight.)

(d)

Hose.

(8)
(e)

Tube-ln<*strip.
Tube-in·*strip. (Applications and extent of use;
used.)
detailed construction of tube and fittings Used.)

(Capacities and use.)

(Construction; cold weather problems.)

Individual rocket.ry.
rocketry.
(a)

propulsion equipment, etc.
Platforms, individual jet propUlsion

(b)

Capability or performance objectives.

(c)

Fuels, propellant system, methods of ignition, toxicity of
exhause gasses, thrust controls, weight, size, and
method of use.
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(9)

(10)

Logistic missile research.
(a)

Perforrr~nce and design of missiles used for the
Parfol~~nce
ba.Jlistic d.elivery
delivery of supplies.
supplies,
ballistic

(b)

efficiency.
Payload and efficienC)Y.

Other equipment.
(a)

J:l;aterials-handling equipment.
J:I.lllterials-handling

(b)

heaters •
Tent and shelter heaters.

(0)
(c)

Office machines and furniture.

(Use of nuclear energy.)

Information is required for all research projects being
Ir£ormation
as:
conducted, such 8S:

(1) Climatic research.

('.2)
(:2)

August 1960

(a)

climate.
Selection of personnel based on climate,

{b)
(b)

climate on equipment.
Effects of clim.s.te

(c)

conditioLs.
Storage conditioL15.

(d)

concentrations,...
Ozone concentrations

(e)
(0)

B.sdiation. (Long 1Tu'.i'e;
irn'./'e; ultrs';iolet;
ultrs-;iolet; totalszlar
total szlar.,)
B.adiation.
.. )

Geographic research.
,'

(a)

witb
movenent
Terrain ans.lysis methods wi
tb respect to mOV8nent
or shelter.

{b)
(b)

mover.1ent.
Vegetation effects on equipment or mover.lent.

(c)

tempBrature.u
Soil temp€rature
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(3)

(4)

Physiological resea.rch.
research.
(a)

Sleep.

(b)

Skin sensitivity.

(c)
(0)

Heat sensitivity.

(d)

L6comot.or
Locomot.or reactions and stimulus relations ..

(e)
(9 )

Touch or tactile sensitivity.,
sensitivity.

(f)

Human
Htunan engineering.

(g)

Reaction time.

(h)

Motor skill.

(1)
(i)

V.anual
V~nual dexterity.

(j)

Visual perception.

(k)

Auditory perception.

Psychological research.
(8)
(a)

Preference testing.

(b)

Comfort scales.

(c)

Indoctrination.

(d)

Methods of .;riting
writing instruc-t,lons.
instruc-tlons.

(e)

Systems analysis"

(f)

Consumer research.
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f.

Re~~.§-J.:<ill. 8U£.DOI:i
SUE.,DOx:i
Basic Re~~.£LJ.:<ill.

Information is required for all projects which support basic
In.formation
research, such as:
((1)
1)

(2)

(:3)
(.3)

chemis·try.
Food chemfa·try.

(a)

Natural flavor chemicals.

(b)

Enzyme propagation of flavor.
Enzy:me

(c)

Synthetic flavor chemicals.

(d)

processir~.
Basic chemical changes in food processiri.g.

Microbiology.
(a.)
(a)

micro-organism.s.
Synthesls of chemicals by micro-organisms.

(b)
{b)

Separation and characterization of cellulose or ether
enzymes.

((c)
c)

pr..ysical and chemical cor1ditieins
COll(Utions on the
Effects of p:b.ysical
gerinination of bacterial and fungal spores.
ger,'ttination

(d)

~xrif1cation, oxygen
Use of algae for food, air purification,
oxyg~n
et.c.
water productions, etc.

Entu;11Ology •
Entu;nology.
(a)

a...'ld biocL..3mfoa.l
3mical lrit;chanisms
In,,ochanisms governing
Physiological and
insect behavior.

((b)
b)

2
sYf,2_~"ms
Sensitive physical and chemLal receptor syi:•
-~"ms
in insects.

((c)
c)

.a."1d altered
a1 tared environments on insect
Effects of natural .a."ld
slll"7.ival.
sur7.ival.
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{4)
(4)

((:.;)
5)

(6)

High polymers.
(a.)

Molecular structure of polymers vs. physical and
chemical properties.

(b)

Fractlcnation
Fractlc"ation techniques for preparing fractions
of narrow molecular ,!9ight@
vsighte

(c)
(0)

Graft Folymeri::ation
FolymerLation induced by ionizing radiation
techniques e
and other techniquese

Rd'lectc.nce
Rd'lectance and transmission of radiant e'.1ergy.
e~1ergy.

(a)

SoJ;r
30];1' energy studies (particularly
(particulEtrly as applied to
solar cooking and heating).
13018.1'

(b)

High energy stress studies.

Energy transfer, absorption and dissipation.
(a)

Physical changes occuring at impact and other

stresses.

(7)

(b)

'Thermal conductivity of solids.

(c)
(0)

High temperature physics and chamistry
chamistryoo

Automatic data processing systems.
(a)

Progress in development of equipment.

(b)

Aoplication
ADplication of ACPS to military logistics.
logistios.

Inform.e.tion
Inform.ation is required for all research rxojects being
conducted
conducted$1 such as:
(1)

Food packaging.
~~ckaging.

(a)

Plastics.

(b)

Lami.nations.

(c)
(0)

Metal containers.

(d)

Protection against insects and rodents.

L,9
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(2)

(3)

Containers.
(a)

cone,ainers.
wood shipping containers.
substitute materials.)

(Design; fungus proofing;

(b)

Fiber sbipping containers. (Design; fungus, insect
sUbstitute r:aterials.)
and rodent control; substitute

(c)

Hetal and plastic shipping containers.
Metal

Packaging equipment.
(a)

nmterials.
Equipment for production of packaging materials.

(b)

Equipment for fabrication of containers.

(0)
(c)

fillinp,: and closing containers.
Equipment for fillinP,:

19t5O
August 19tSO
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